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Going to Chick-fil-A had always been a moral dilemma of mine, what with the

homophobic press and all. However, by attending a college across the street from the restaurant

and being gifted free iced coffee on Thursdays (before noon with a valid student ID), I learned to

reconcile the friction of my Christianity, bisexuality, and love of a juicy chicken sandwich. And

yet, as a member of the Green Party, I couldn’t condone the chain’s flippant distribution of

single-use plastic straws. Regardless, on a mildly windy April day in Clackamas, Oregon, I went

to, and was roofied in, the Chick-fil-A.

“It’s always in the last place you’d expect it,” my friend Allison told me a few years ago,

recalling the time it happened to her in high school at a football game. Some drummers in the

marching band thought it would be funny to “spike” the big Gatorade cooler after halftime, and

she was watergirl. The guys on the team didn’t drink much in the second half, and won the game

anyway. Allison and the assistant football coach passed out and were taken care of by the medic

on site.

The drummers were only suspended for a couple of days, I guess because no one was

assaulted and the team stayed undefeated in their league for the third year in a row. I’m not sure

what discipline they would have faced had the game played out differently.

I went to the Chick-fil-A during a lull around 3pm, getting a pretty late lunch, a spicy

chicken sandwich combo with a lemonade. I always got sugar headaches when I had the

lemonade at the Chick-fil-A by my college because they sweetened it way too much. But the

Clackamas one mixed it perfectly every time. Almost making it kind of funny. But not in the

haha way. Deceptively, ironically unfunny.

The only other people in the restaurant stood at the register next to me: a group of four

tallish white guys. Their level of macho chaos was pretty standard: just some dudes talking over

one another with restless energy. One with a backwards Mariners cap said hi to me. I greeted him

back, but it distracted me from the ordering process, so I forgot to ask the cashier for ranch for



my fries. I thanked her for my lemonade, sans plastic lid and straw, and noticed that her nametag

said “Linda.”

“My pleasure,” Linda said with sincere and Cinnamon Toast Crunch-colored eyes.

“Name for the order?”

“Joan,” I told her, hoping that she might tell me that her favorite aunt’s name is Joan and

we could bond and chat for a while and become friends.

Unfortunately, all Linda said was, “All right, we’ll bring that out to your table in a bit,”

and handed me my periwinkle table marker.

One of the guys, the one with cuffed jeans, bumped into me as I was walking away from

the counter, and I apologized.

Dudes have never been my favorite people. Partly because of that moment, and similar

moments I’ve engaged in before. The social dynamic has always been off. It had always been

ingrained in my upbringing and in the culture around me that being “one of the guys” was

something to strive for, and being “like other girls” was not something to be proud of. Shaming

my gender for stereotypical qualities I adored, such as basic common courtesy and emotional

vulnerability, never really made sense.

I thought about this and plopped down at a booth on the west end of the restaurant. That

dramatic plop onto the seat shifted something in me, or actually, in my vagina. With my general

desire to reduce waste and save money, I had recently made the shift to a menstrual cup instead

of tampons. I recommend them for menstruating people who have like-minded sustainability

goals and are brave enough to get a little messy exploring the uncharted angles of their vaginas.

So, long story short: I needed to use the restroom to empty and clean my full tank.

I took my purse, but left my table marker, receipt, lemonade, and two loose packets of

Chick-fil-A sauce. It’s Chick-fil-A, my inner monologue assured, a holy space. No one will steal

my stuff.

And I guess, in all technicality, no one really did.

I must have spent a full five minutes in the restroom. I didn’t use a timer or anything, but

it felt like a while, but not so long it was concerning. I just wasn’t fully used to my period

product and didn’t rush myself.



When I got back, my meal had magically appeared in place of my table marker. I missed

another opportunity to ask for ranch for my fries. I took it as a sign to wean myself off of my

west-coast addiction to ranch dressing.

The pack of dudes were laughing and slapping each other’s shoulders in cult-like

camaraderie. I felt their eyes on me when I looked away, then hear a hiss of a repressed outburst

when I looked up to check again. Then, I let it go.

I spread my Chick-fil-A sauce on my spicy chicken sandwich with a fry and began my

meal, simultaneously diving into my favorite Nick Hornby novel Funny Girl. I hoped they never

make this one into a film like they had High Fidelity and Fever Pitch and About a Boy and Juliet,

Naked. It would ruin the image I have in my head. Plus, there’s already a Funny Girl movie

(interesting enough, with another Barbara, but spelled differently) and I have no idea how that

would go down, changing the name or whatever copyright nonsense needs to happen.

I finished my lemonade and sandwich and had begun munching on my fries when I

started feeling weird. Woozy in a very unnatural way. More than drunk, but less than a sleepless

night with the flu.

I had to put down my book and just melt into my seat. I stared at the wall in front of me

and breathed with unexplainable confusion. I used to get migraines, but this wasn’t it. I

sometimes get lightheaded during my period, but this wasn’t it. It hurt my head to keep coming

up with possible answers to my sudden change of state. My head was heavy with thoughts and

my neck couldn’t keep up. I felt the eyes on me when I leaned my head back with a thump to the

artistically etched glass partition above my booth.

The thump was loud. I remember that.

Other moments I get in rolling waves.

Sounds of crashing laughter. Squeaking sneakers rushing out the door. One pair of

thumping boots. A familiar but, for lack of better terms, icky “hello.”

Thinking about it, I can still feel the strain of my eyes trying to focus on the figure in

front of me. I couldn’t do it, but I nearly went blind struggling to.

I don’t know how I responded. Maybe I mumbled a hello.

Deep in the core of my humanity, I want to believe that the guy who came up to me was

checking in, had no part in his friends’ antics, and wanted to make sure I didn’t die.



If I told this story to my mom,  she would say that I’m optimistic, delusional, and luckier

than I would ever realize. I agree with that, too.

He could have been trying to collect me. Take me wherever and destroy my life for the

sport of it and claim his power.

He got me outside to the parking lot, my arm around his shoulder, dragged upright. I

could see the scuffed toes of my shoes the next day. The overcast late afternoon to early evening

brought a chill to my chest. Goosebumps; I can’t shake those.

Then there was a flash of a, “Hey!” I looked out to the whirring parking lot. Lots of gray:

sky to pavement. And a red blur to my left. The Chick-fil-A food truck, a brilliant invention for

catering events and participating in Cartlandia Portland food festivals. A woman came up to me

and to the guy stabilizing me. I didn’t listen to their talk, their fight. There was shouting, and I

never cared much for conflict, so I focused on the red blur. In and out, I saw the white chicken

head logo fade. Then, I was slid off onto another shoulder, a shorter shoulder.

“Hi, thank you,” I hoped I said, instead of a gargled nothing. We turned around, the new

shoulder and I, and left the gray for the fluorescent white tile I had just come from.

I woke up on a couch in a dark room I didn’t recognize. With a stuffy, dull headache, I

stood up slowly and peeled my hair off of my sweaty neck. Founder S. Truett Cathy’s headshot

was staring at me from the wall by the door. The analog clock next to him said it was 10:15.

I exited the mystery room to see a hallway I’d known before. To my right: the restrooms,

in front of me: the kitchen, to my left: the dining room. I was still in the Clackamas Chick-fil-A.

My cashier Linda was sweeping, but dropped her broom when she saw me walking out,

groggy, but alive and well. She hugged me and asked if I was okay. All things considered, I was.

She told me that she had seen the guy walking me outside as she was cleaning the food

truck and something came over her, “like a lion,” she said. I wouldn’t have come up with it, but I

agreed. As manager, I learned, she decided to keep me safe in the employee break room, as there

wasn’t really protocol for this situation. She waited to see if I wanted to call the police before

making a “big ordeal of it.” I wasn’t sure what I was going to do, but I loved hearing that I had

options. Had it been the other way around, I would have been rash. Or, and it stings to admit it, I

may not have intervened at all.

I thanked her and let her give me a ride home instead of trying to drive myself. I didn’t

leave my apartment the next day. And called in sick the day after that, stuck in my own head.



On the third day, I took a Lyft to the Clackamas Chick-fil-A to get my car. I went inside

and stared at my booth. Linda was dropping off a milkshake when she saw me walk in. “Oh my

gosh, hey,” Linda said, rushing over to give me a hug.

I think we became friends. I was very happy about that.

I wasn’t up for talking, but I took the hug with a comfort I’d never felt before. I fished the

thank-you card out of my purse I had redrafted a dozen times that night, and handed it to her. “I

can’t begin to say how grateful,” I stopped and breathed.

She took the envelope and kept her hand on my shoulder. “My pleasure,” she assured.


